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The bicoherence method is widely applied to detect quadratic nonlinear interactions of station-

ary processes [1]. However, in a more general case – when the a signal components have rapidly

changing frequencies and/or amplitudes – bicoherence calculations based on the signal being

quasi-stationary can lead to artificially high bicoherence values even without phase-coupling,

resulting in false positives (type I error).

We have generalized the bicoherence method to arbitrary signal evolutions, including fast

transients and chirping modes. The basic idea to relax the condition on quasi-stationariness is

to generate a randomized bicoherence probability density function at each frequency-frequency

point using the measured signal amplitude evolution. It characterizes a theoretical random pro-

cess with no phase coupling, therefore comparing it with the measured value of bicoherence

gives an estimate of the significance level. The desired level of significance can then be used as

a filtering parameter to remove false positves from the subsequent analysis.

We have validated the method with different physical model systems, where the main param-

eters were set to be comparable to the experimental phenomena investigated later. The nonlinear

hybrid MHD-gyrokinetic code HMGC [2] was used to study the nonlinear dynamics of multi-

n TAEs (Toroial Alfvén Eigenmodes) [3] with and without wave-wave coupling in situations

where MHD nonlinearities are crucial for mode saturation and the onset of phase space overlap.

We have also investigated the possible interaction of fast ion driven chirping EGAMs [4] and

bursting TAEs on ASDEX Upgrade. We have found a weak but significant quadratic phase-

coupling between these two modes indicating a direct wave-wave coupling interaction. Further

experiments are planned in the spring 2017 campaign.
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